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1. Introduction 

Researchers and industrial persons have recently made lean production their chief 

focus [1]. The zero-waste concept plays an important role in manufacturing and production 

[2] [3]. The concept targets the reduction of waste and the increase of company productivity 

[4]. Waste problems that many companies face in their production lines include waiting, 

defect, over-production, and inventory [5]. Waste problems cause a significant loss for the 

company, including profit loss. Therefore, the key to increase profit is by boosting 

efficiency in the production lines [6].  

The implementation of lean manufacturing is crucial in the waste reduction 

procedure [7] [8] [9]. The efficiency of lean manufacturing has convinced researchers to 

adapt the lean concept into the industry, such as what has been found by Rahman, et al. 

[10], Amrina and Lubis [8], Romero, et al. [11], Bai, et al. [12], and Ade and Deshpande 

[13]. Lean manufacture comprises of series of methods used to minimize machine 

downtime, inventory, re-work, and waste [14]. Furthermore, the six sigma method is also 

proven to be effective for the company’s systematic improvement, which can improve 

customer satisfaction and profit [15]. The integration of the two tools (Lean and Six 

Sigma), which can be called the Lean Six Sigma (LSS), helps the company to reach an 
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 Recently, lean production has become a major focus of researchers 

and industry. The zero-waste concept holds an important role in 

the production process. The aim of this concept is to reduce waste 

and increase productivity. Wastes have significant negative 

impacts on the company, one of which is the decrease of company 

profit. This research aimed to integrate the Lean Six Sigma 

method with Teorya Resheniya Izobreatatelskikh Zadatch (TRIZ) 

in order to reduce wastes. These two methods were applied with 

Define-Measure-Analyze-Improve-Control(DMAIC) methodology. 

A case study was conducted in a wood manufacturing company. 

The results of the study suggest that the application of the two 

methods can significantly reduce the Non-value Added (NVA).  
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optimum result, which might not be achieved when either one is implemented [16] [17] 

[18]. Reflecting on the research by Thomas, et al. [19], this research implemented the LSS 

method to minimize the variations and the critical to quality (CTQ) during the production 

process. Micu [20], Manfredsson, et al. [21], Belekoukias, et al. [22], Chiarini [23], and 

Chiarini and Bracci [24] applied the Define-Measure-Analyze-Improve-Control (DMAIC) 

methodology. 

Research on the implementation of Lean Six Sigma (LSS) and Teorya Resheniya 

Izobreatatelskikh Zadatch (TRIZ) approach has been found in the food industry, such as 

the research by Soti, et al. [25], Costa, et al. [26], and  Nabhani, et al. [27]. There has been 

no research on the implementation of LSS and TRIZ in the wood manufacturing industry. 

This research proposed using LSS and TRIZ as an alternative approach to minimize 

wastes in the wood manufacturing industry. TRIZ is a method designed by Grenrich 

Altshuller in 1940 to solve contradictory problems in production [28]. The objective of this 

research is to integrate LSS and TRIZ to reduce waste in the process of production in the 

wood manufacturing industry. 

This article discusses the proposal and data collection methods in the second 

section, the results and discussion in the third section, and the conclusion in the end.  

2. Methods 

 The research proposed integrating two methods, namely LSS and TRIZ, in the 

production lines in the wood manufacturing industry. LSS is a tool that is proven to be 

able to reduce waste effectively [29]. TRIZ is a method that can help solve contradictory 

problems [28]. These two methods were applied in the research with DMAIC methodology. 

The stages of the proposed solution method are presented in Fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1. The stages of Procedure Integration of Lean Six Sigma and TRIZ 

Define

•Describe the production process using Value Stream Mapping

Measure

•Identification dominant waste based on Value Stream Mapping and BORDA

•Identification CTQ and calculate DPMO

•Count score Six Sigma

Analyze

•Selection VALSAT

•Calculate VALSAT

•Determine the cause of waste with Fault Tree Analysis

Improve

•Improvement using Teoriya Reshebiya Izobretatelskikh Zadatch (TRIZ) method

Control

•Maintain the conditions of the solution that has been given
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2.1 Define Procedure 

At the “define” stage, the activities involved during the production process are 

identified. The researcher implemented the Value Stream Mapping (VSM) method to 

illustrate the results of the identification. The data needed for the VSM method are 

including machine (MC), manpower (MP), cycle time (CT), and available time (AT). 

Implementing the VSM method resulted in the identification of the overall production 

process time throughout the value stream. 

2.2 Measure Procedure 

The “measure” stage concerns the follow-up of the “define” stage. At this stage, the 

performance of the process is assessed. The process performance can be used to measure 

the general performance in order to achieve the expected production. In this research, the 

lean function was used to identify waste using the BORDA questionnaire [30]. For the 

data sampling, the purposive sampling method was used. At the subsequent stage, 

dominant waste identification was conducted using CTQ. A Pareto diagram was used to 

select the characteristics of the CTQ [31]. Next, the calculation of the sigma value 

employed the Defect Per-Million Opportunities (DPMO) method [32]. 

2.3 Analyze Procedure 

The analysis on the causal relation of the waste is conducted at the “analysis” stage. 

The research employed Value Stream Analysis Tools (VALSAT) to calculate and 

determine the appropriate tools based on measurement [33]. Identifying the waste causes 

was presented in a Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) [34]. 

The selection of VALSAT was conducted by multiplying the measurement results 

with the VALSAT matrix. The multiplication results revealed the information about the 

identification of the waste, including the waste rankings. After the appropriate VALSAT 

analysis was determined, the selected VALSAT analysis was used to determine the total 

activities conducted based on the mapping tools.  

The identification of the causes of waste was conducted using the FTA method. At 

this stage, the FTA functioned as the illustration that defined the problems and the 

conditions which caused the waste. From the FTA analysis, quantitative and qualitative 

analyses were conducted. 

2.4 Purposed Improve 

At the “improve” stage, the TRIZ method was used to present solutions obtained 

from the previous analyses. The steps required to conclude the solutions using the TRIZ 

method are as follows: a. Identifying and understanding the problems happening during 

the production process; b. and determining and formulating the problems which are 

illustrated in the form of contradictions; c. Solving the problems by providing solutions to 

the contradictions [35].  

2.5 Control Procedure 

The final stage of the DMAIC methodology is the “control” stage. This research 

employed the Standard Operational Procedures (SOP) from the selected company to 

conduct control based on the provided solutions.  
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2.6 Data Collection Procedure 

A case study was conducted in a wood manufacturing company in Indonesia. The 

data on a machine (MC), manpower (MP), cycle time (CT), available time (AT), and CTQ 

of each waste was collected for VSM illustration. Furthermore, the data collection was 

conducted at the measurement stage by distributing a questionnaire to 30 respondents. 

The questionnaire attributes included seven wastes that were identified in the company. 

The wastes were over-production, waiting, excessive transportation, unnecessary 

inventory, unnecessary motion, and defect measured with a scale of 1 to 5. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Result of Define 

The result obtained at this stage was the VSM illustration which was identified 

from the production process. Fig. 2 illustrates the results of mapping using VSM. The 

results show that the total Value Added (VA) was 1.974 seconds, and the Value Stream 

(VS) was 13.074 seconds. On the other hand, the Non-Value Added (NVA) and the 

Necessary Non-Value Added (NNVA) were 2.400 seconds. This result was obtained from 

the subtraction of VA with VS. The result shows that Non-Value Added (NVA) and Non-

Necessary Value Added (NNVA) had significantly high values. These values also show 

that actions need to be taken to minimize the Non-Value Added (NVA). 

 

Mixing Injection Assembly + 
Packaging
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Fig. 2. The Mapping of Current Value Stream 
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3.2 Result of Measure 

At this stage, the waste identification was obtained from the BORDA questionnaire 

results. The CTQ factor was the approach used to analyze and evaluate waste. Referring 

to the research conducted by Tsarouhas [36] and Kothavale, et al. [37], the statistical 

method was used to conduct the analysis. Fig. 3 illustrates the Pareto diagram, which 

shows the waste during the production process in a wood factory. In this research, the 

Pareto principle of 80/20 was employed. The Pareto diagram indicated that the most 

significant waste factor was the waiting factor with a percentage of 30%. The second 

crucial waste factor was over-production which stood at 23.33%. It was followed by defect 

and inventory, which accounted for 20% and 10% of the total waste identified. These 

findings are in line with the findings obtained by Alsaffar and Ketan [38]. They identified 

waiting as the most significant waste factor. 

The next stage was to calculate the sigma value of the dominant components 

causing waste. The CTQ identification was conducted in order to determine the specific 

criteria which influenced the quality of a product. Table 1 shows defect as the main factor, 

with a CTQ value of 8. Following this, both inventory and waiting scored a CTQ value of 

2, while over-production scored a CTQ value of 1. 

 

 

Fig. 3. The Pareto Diagram of Waste during Production Process 

 

Table 2 shows the values of sigma based on the total CTQ in the dominant wastes. 

Waiting and overproduction scored sigma values of 1.784 and 1.850, respectively, from the 

total of 2 CTQ for waiting and 1 CTQ for overproduction. On the other hand, defect and 

inventory scored 3.796 and 3.834, respectively. Since the sigma values were below 6, 

improvements were suggested. At the “improve” and “control” stages, the efforts to make 

improvements were conducted. 
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Table 1. Critical to Quality (CTQ) of Product X 

Dominant Wastes  Critical to Quality Total 

Defect 

Short Shot 

8 

Silver Streak 

Break 

Color Flow 

Wrinkle Waves 

Ejector Mark 

Water Spots 

Silicon Spots 

Inventory 

Inventory during waiting process for  

Injection 
2 

Inventory during waiting process for  

Assembly 

Waiting 

Waiting during Injection process due to 

limited machinery 
2 

Waiting during Assembly process due to 

lack of assembly operators 

Overproduction 
The total finished products exceeding the 

production target 
1 

 

Table 2. The Recapitulations of Sigma Values of the Dominant Wastes 

Variety Waste Sigma Score 

Waste Waiting 1.784 

Waste Overproduction 1.850 

Waste Defect 3.796 

Waste Inventory 3.834 

 

3.3 Result of Analyze 

The first stage of analysis is choosing the Value Stream Analysis (VSA) tools. In 

this research, the analysis stage was conducted using the table of Value Stream Analysis 

Tools (VALSAT) approach, designed by Hines and Rich [33]. Table 3 shows the data of the 

measurement recapitulation results obtained with the VALSAT approach. The 

measurement value was obtained from the percentage of questionnaire analysis. In Table 

3, three tools are scoring the highest waste measurement, namely Process Activity 

Mapping (PAM), Supply Chain Response Matrix (SCRM), and Quality Filter Mapping 

(QFM). 

The VALSAT analysis results on PAM show that there were 13 waste activities 

during the production process; four operation activities, four transportation activities, two 

inspection activities, two delay activities, and one storage activity. Based on the total 

number of activities, the Value Added (VA) and Non-Value Added (NVA categories scored 

5.95% and 73.72%, respectively. Meanwhile, the Necessary Non-Value Added (NNVA) 

scored a 20.34%. From these results, it can be concluded that NVA became a significant 
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factor that caused a delay. Therefore, improvement during the “improve” and “control” 

stages must be performed to reduce the waste.  

From the SCRM results, the longest day physical stock happened in the finished 

product area (2.8 days). This result indicates that the longest storage duration happened 

in the finished product area. Meanwhile, the longest lead time happened at the raw 

material area (7 days). This result is directly proportional to the production area's 

situation because raw materials piled up before moving to the mixing process.   

From the QFM results, the main contributor for defect waste was the injection 

process which scored 88%. The defect component during the injection process involved 

short shot, silver streak, break, color flow, wrinkle waves, ejector mark, water spots, and 

silicon spots. 

 

Table 3. The Recapitulation of VALSAT Measurement 

 

At the cause identification stage, a Fault Tree Analysis was conducted to detect the 

causes of waste. The causes of waste were detected in each area. Fig. 4 shows the FTA 

results on PAM, which is a delay. Delay was caused by the waiting process before injection 

and assembly. During the injection process, two main factors were causing the delay; raw 

materials did not fulfill the required standard and the delay while removing the material 

from the molds. During the assembly process, the delay was caused by two factors; the 

machine layout was not balanced. The operators took a long time to assemble the 

components. 

On the other hand, from the SCRM at the production area, three types of waste 

were found; inventory, over-production, and waiting, shown in Fig. 5. FTA can be the 

benchmark in finding the core problems of production process wastes. FTA can also 

illustrate in detail the causes of waste in the production process. By finding these problems 

and causes of waste, companies can improve efficiency during production. 

 

3.4 Result of Purposed Improve 

The NVA activity in some areas of the production process required some solutions. 

At this stage, reformation of working stations was performed in order to minimize the 

delay. However, if one parameter were to be fixed, other parameters would experience a 

decrease in performance. TRIZ method was chosen because this method could solve this 

problem [39]. The “improve” treatment for delayed waste is illustrated in Fig. 6. 

Furthermore, “improve” treatment on loss time in the production area is shown in Fig. 7.  

Waste 

Mapping Tools 

Process 

Activity 

Mapping 

Supply 

chain 

Response 

Matrix 

Production 

Variety 

Funnel 

Quality 

Filter 

Mapping 

Demand 

Amplification 

Mapping 

Decision 

Point 

Analysis 

Physical 

Structure 

Total 4.33 2.27 0.40 2.97 1.60 1.23 0.27 

Rangking 1 3 6 2 4 5 7 
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Fig. 4. Fault Tree Analysis on PAM 
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Fig. 5. Fault Tree Analysis on SCRM 
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Problems Delay happening when assembling product X 

Contradictions The speed to assembly product X >< The ease in assembling product 

X 

(9) Speed >< (32) Ease of operation [40] 

Contradiction 

matrix 

32, 28, 13, 12 

Solution Upon considering the condition in the factory and the problems 

found by the Fault Tree Analysis, the proposed solution is as 

follows. 

⚫ Principle 12 Equipotentially 

Changing the operational condition of the product X assembly to 

balanced working stations so that product X assembling process 

time could be more effective and balanced [41]. 

Fig. 6. The “improve” treatment for delayed waste 

 

Problems Lost of time while mixing the raw materials to become compound 

affecting productivity. 

 

Contradictions Lost of time in mixing raw material X >< Productivity of product X. 

(25) Lost of Time >< (39) Productivity 

Contradiction 

matrix 

ALL 

Solutions Upon considering the condition in the factory and the problems 

found by the Fault Tree Analysis, the proposed solutions are as 

follows. 

⚫ Principle 19 Periodic Action 

Instead of implementing continuous actions, periodic actions need to 

be performed in order to change the frequency. After the arrival of 

raw materials in the warehouse, the supplier requires around seven 

days of lead time. When the raw materials are running out, the 

mixing operators stop operating, which causes waiting time, 

affecting the injection machine. Inventory check on the warehouse 

needs to be performed regularly using the periodic action approach 

[42]. 

Fig. 7. The “improve” treatment for loss time in the production process 

 

This research also employed Future Value Stream Mapping for the wood 

manufacturing industry. With Future Value Stream Mapping, the total Value Added (VA) 

was 940 seconds. Meanwhile, the activity of Non-Value Added (NVA) and Necessary Non-

Value Added (NNVA) respectively scored 0 seconds and 1.820 seconds, as shown in Fig. 8. 

Based on improvement using the TRIZ method, the decrease in the NVA activity was 

100%. 
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3.5 Result of Control 

The objective of the “control” stage is to ensure that improvements are continuous 

by reflecting on the Standard of Operational (SOP) [43]. In this research, two types of SOP 

were used as reference; SOP for compound-making raw materials mixing and SOP for 

molding injection. 

The SOP for raw materials which are used to make compounds includes the 

following points; ensuring that the raw materials are by the composition standard, 

opening the mixer machine valve so that the raw materials can be poured in, pouring in 

the raw materials which have been measured into the mixer, closing the mixer valve 

tightly, setting the time based on the required duration, and making sure that the raw 

materials are well mixed and become a compound. 

The SOP for molding injection involves the following points; turning in the machine 

at the distribution panel by pressing the switch button, switching on the NFB in each 

machine, switching on the heating machine until it reaches the standard temperature, 

setting the temperature following the standard, switching on the controlling tower to cool 

the machine, switching on the chiller. The machine is ready to be used.  
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Fig. 8. Future Value Stream Mapping 

 

4. Conclusions 

The research discusses the implementation of Lean Six Sigma and TRIZ methods 

to reduce the industrial wastes in wood manufacture. The DMAIC methodology is used in 

order to determine the stages of the solutions. The types of dominant waste found are 

waiting, over-production, defect, and inventory from the analysis. The TRIZ method 
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provides solutions for improvement by reforming the working stations. The strategy is 

proven to be effective, as shown by the significant decrease in NVA. The research suggests 

the future research calculate all aspects of waste in the wood manufacturing industry. 

Furthermore, the correlation between aspects of waste needs to be considered in the 

measurement of waste.   
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